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A B S T R A C T

Droplet and bubble breakup phenomena under turbulent flow have been widely studied for over 70 years
through theoretical, experimental and numerical approaches. Despite significant progress, the dynamics of
breakup remains an active research topic. The present study considers a database of breakup events under
turbulent conditions. The database contains neutrally buoyant droplets obtained for a single moderate turbulent
Reynolds number and a Weber number near the critical Weber number of the droplets, allowing for long time
evolution prior to droplet breakage. Each droplet in the database follows a consistent behavior: the droplet
undergoes (1) an initial shape deformation, then (2) an extended oscillatory regime, until (3) a critical large
deformation starts, leading to (4) a capillary-driven breakup. While the first two stages have been investigated
in our previous work using spherical harmonics decomposition, this study focuses on the last two stages,
describing them qualitatively and quantitatively by means of seven different shape parameters. These shape
parameters are based on different information of the specific droplet such as its surface, its volume or its
averaged mean curvature, and provide a multidimensional analysis of the droplet breakup. They are used to
measure the time spent in the final two stages prior to breakup, as well as the transition between these stages.
Additionally, we establish breakup thresholds for each shape parameter to predict neutrally buoyant droplet
breakup under turbulent flow conditions.
1. Introduction

Breakup of bubbles and droplets constitutes a complex phenomenon
involving several mechanisms such as interface shearing or interfacial
instabilities (Liao and Lucas, 2009; Solsvik et al., 2013). The process
of breakup under turbulent conditions leads to different regimes influ-
enced by the properties of both the dispersed and carrier fluids, and by
the intensity of turbulence in the flow (Lefebvre and McDonell, 2017;
Deike, 2022; Ni, 2024). While addressing the complexity of this process,
two common methods are employed: the derivation of population
balance models, which account for the number of droplets (Wieringa
et al., 1996), and the treatment of individual breakup events using a
Lagrangian approach (O’Rourke and Amsden, 1987). Both methods are
based on understanding the mechanisms underlying droplet fragmenta-
tion in turbulent flows. For studying turbulence-induced breakup, two
main experiments are often considered (see the introduction of Håkans-
son (2020) for a detailed discussion). The first involves the analysis of
the complete system (e.g. jet in a combustion chamber, stirred tanks)
and the derivation of the model by inversion of the problem: such
a model predicts the size probability density function. The second
approach focuses on studying isolated breakup events of bubbles or
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droplets under turbulent conditions and derive directly the model
predicting breakup. The results obtained from both approaches raise
many questions that are still under consideration. For instance, what is
the timescale for turbulence to break a given droplet or bubble? Why
do some droplets break under similar conditions while others do not?
Which parameter best predicts droplet breakup under turbulent flow?

Numerous authors have already addressed these questions using
theoretical, experimental, or numerical approaches, and considering
liquid–liquid, liquid–gas, and gas–liquid mixtures (Ni, 2024). The ear-
liest theoretical studies on this subject date back to the 1950s and were
conducted by Kolmogorov (1949) and Hinze (1955). They investigated
the balance between turbulence intensity and surface tension, intro-
ducing the well-known ’Hinze diameter’ criterion and its subsequent
extensions. These criteria are valuable to predict the order of magnitude
of final droplet/bubble sizes in turbulent environments, but they fail to
provide a detailed temporal sequence prior to breakup. For droplets
and bubbles close to or below the critical length, known as the sub-
Hinze scale, the breakup process is often described as a statistical
phenomenon (Liao and Lucas, 2009; Solsvik et al., 2013), with the
droplets oscillating due to turbulent flows for extended periods before
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breaking. This stochastic process can be explained in two different
ways. The first hypothesis suggests that droplets immersed in a tur-
bulent flow break only when interacting with an eddy with sufficient
energy to overcome their surface restoring energy (Coulaloglou and
Tavlarides, 1977; Karimi and Andersson, 2018). On the other hand, the
second hypothesis implies that turbulence excites the droplet surface
until a resonance mechanism induces breakup (Risso and Fabre, 1998;
Lalanne et al., 2019). Additionally, the breakup of a droplet may result
from an interplay between both phenomena.

In recent years, advances in numerical solvers and supercomputer
capabilities have facilitated the study of droplet breakup under tur-
bulent flow with direct numerical simulations (DNS). DNS of two-
phase flows under turbulent conditions have been studied for various
purposes, such as the analysis of the turbulent–interface coupling to
develop sub-grid closure models for large eddy simulations (Trontin
et al., 2010; Duret et al., 2012; Canu et al., 2018), the investigation
of the turbulence–interface coupling in the presence of droplets or
bubbles (Dodd and Ferrante, 2016; Roccon et al., 2017; Rosti et al.,
2019; Crialesi-Esposito et al., 2022, 2023; Krzeczek et al., 2023), and
the estimation of the effect of surfactants or mass transfer on the
turbulent–interface coupling (Soligo et al., 2019; Martinez et al., 2023).
DNS of single droplet/bubble breakup process has also been of major
interest in understanding the underlying mechanisms driving droplet
breakup (Qian et al., 2006; Perlekar et al., 2012; Komrakova et al.,
2015; Mukherjee et al., 2019; Shao et al., 2018; Karimi and Andersson,
2020; Perrard et al., 2021; Rivière et al., 2021; Vela-Martín and Avila,
2021, 2022; Håkansson et al., 2022; Farsoiya et al., 2023). A notable
advantage of studying individual bubble, or droplet, breakup is that the
breakup process is independent of the influence of coalescence events
between droplets that complexifies the analysis. For a comprehensive
overview of previous works on DNS of two-phase flows under turbulent
conditions, along with their specific applications, refer to Table 1. An
extended version of this Table is presented in Fig. A.8 and given as a
tabular in the additional material.

In this communication, we focus on the prediction of neutrally buoy-
ant droplet breakup in turbulent flow by mean of a shape parameter
analysis. A database of oscillating droplets under turbulent flow is
generated with our in-house multiphase flows DNS solver. The viscous
and density ratios are kept constant, and a single Weber number is
studied, chosen near the droplet critical Weber number. This enables
generating a large number of droplets ensuring that the breakup statis-
tics are converged. This database has previously been used in our work
to analyze droplet oscillations (Roa et al., 2023). The latter shows that
the oscillations are related to the natural frequency of the droplet and
explores the coupling between spherical harmonics modes. The present
study, however, focuses on describing the final stages before droplet
breakup using several shape parameters. The objective of our work is
to assess the capability of these shape parameters to predict the shape
evolution of a droplet in a turbulent flow, and provide breakup thresh-
olds to forecast droplet breakage for the studied flow conditions. The
present paper is organized as follows. The DNS solver is introduced in
Section 2, along with the methodology to perform accurate simulations
of a single neutrally buoyant droplet breakup under turbulent flow and
the parameters considered to build the droplet breakup database. In
Section 3 the shape parameters are defined. Section 4 focuses on the
analysis of the database in order to give a qualitative description of the
typical temporal evolution of a droplet, , and predict the breakup of a
droplet under turbulent flow using shape parameters.

2. Numerical procedure

2.1. Navier–Stokes solver

The present study is realized using our in-house multiphase solver,
ARCHER (Ménard et al., 2007; Archer web page, 2023). This DNS
solver solves the two-phase incompressible Navier–Stokes equations
2

on a cubic staggered grid with decoupled pressure and velocity. The
interface is captured using a coupled level-set volume-of-fluid approach
(CLSVoF), accurately describing the geometrical properties of the inter-
face (second-order) through the level-set method while ensuring mass
conservation via the volume of fluid method. The combination of level-
set and volume-of-fluid fields enables the detailed computation of the
primary quantities related to the droplet shape, see Section 3 (see
also Chéron et al. (2019)).

The convective terms are solved in a conservative form (Rudman,
1998; Vaudor et al., 2017), the viscous terms are discretized with
the Sussman scheme (Sussman et al., 2007), and the pressure jump is
treated with a ghost fluid approach (Fedkiw et al., 1999). The temporal
integration is performed using a second-order prediction–correction
scheme. The in-house Poisson solver relies on the multi-grid gradient
conjugate algorithm MGCG (Zhang, 1996).

This solver has been applied to study primary atomization (Lebas
et al., 2009), as well as secondary atomization under turbulent condi-
tions (Duret et al., 2012; Canu et al., 2018, 2020).

2.2. Generation of a database

The methodology employed to generate droplet breakup under
turbulent flow was initially presented in Chen et al. (2019) and Chéron
et al. (2019). Here, the methodology is used to create a database of
droplets evolving under turbulent conditions. This database is created
by performing multiple realizations of the same physical configuration,
the viscous and density ratios are kept constant as well as the turbulent
Reynolds and Weber numbers. The overall procedure is illustrated in
Fig. 1. Each realization involves three steps:

1. A single-phase turbulent background is generated and main-
tained in a tri-periodic domain by forcing the energy to a target
level throughout the simulation. We apply the linear forcing
method based on Rosales and Meneveau (2005), which has been
used in our research group for the past decade (Duret et al.,
2012; Canu et al., 2018; Martinez et al., 2023). The forced single-
phase turbulent flow is held for multiple eddy-turnover times to
develop a fully developed homogeneous isotropic turbulent flow.

2. Then, a fixed solid spherical particle is introduced in the com-
putational domain. The no-slip velocity is ensured thanks to the
immersed boundary method (Uhlmann, 2005; Breugem, 2012;
Chéron, 2020).

3. Once the turbulent flow is statistically stationary and the no-
slip velocity boundary condition is accurately enforced at the
surface of the fixed solid particle, the solid particle is replaced by
a freely moving spherical droplet of the same radius following
the methodology of Chéron et al. (2023).

The simulations continue until the breakup of the droplet is detected.
The feasibility of long simulations is achieved since there is no mass loss
during the simulation, allowing for different realizations with limited
numerical cost.

The temporal details of the simulation are the following. Every
five eddy-turnover times, the single-phase velocity and pressure fields
are recorded (step 1). For each single-phase snapshot, nine different
simulations are performed by fixing the solid particle at a different
position in the computational domain. Every half eddy-turnover time,
the flow field is saved (step 2). A two-phase flow simulation is launched
for every snapshot of step 2, and the two-phase flow is saved 25 times
per eddy-turnover time (step 3).

The above procedure is carried out to ensure that the initial tur-
bulent condition does not perturb the surface. The results presented
in Appendix B discuss the influence of the present methodology to
initialize the flow conditions compared to a configuration where the
droplet is instantaneously added to a turbulent flow (Crialesi-Esposito
et al., 2023; Vela-Martín and Avila, 2022; Håkansson et al., 2022;

Håkansson and Brandt, 2022), on the temporal evolution of the droplet
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Table 1
Overview of interface resolved DNS of fluid–fluid turbulent flow. Dimensionless numbers are defined in Section 2.3. A visual presentation of all the simulations is given in Appendix A,
Fig. A.8 and a readable database of all the previous works is given in the additional material. For emulsions studies, the volume fraction, 𝜙, defined as the fraction between the
dispersed and the total volume, is given. Unless otherwise stated, Weber numbers correspond to 𝑊 𝑒 = 2.3 × 𝜌𝑐 𝜖2∕3𝐷5∕3

𝜎
.

References Numerical
approach

Turbulence and
IC

𝑅𝑒𝜆 𝑊 𝑒 𝜌𝑑
𝜌𝑐

𝜇𝑑
𝜇𝑐

Comments Main results

Crialesi-Esposito
et al. (2022, 2023)

VoF Sustained HIT.
One droplet

137 21.2–106.5 1 0.01–100 𝜙 = 0.03–0.5 Droplet distribution.
Assessment of Hinze
parameter

Dodd and Ferrante
(2016)

VoF Decaying HIT.
Several droplets

83 0.1–5a 1–100 1–100 𝜙 = 0.05 Turbulence kinetic energy
exchange droplet. Energy
transfers.
Breakup/Coalescence rate.
Droplet shape and surface

Duret et al. (2012),
Canu et al. (2018)
and Martinez et al.
(2023)

CLSVoF Sustained HIT. 8
droplets

23 30b 30 30 𝜙 =
0.01–0.95

Total surface. Emulsion.
Evaporation rate.
Curvature study.
Vaporization and curvature
coupling

Farsoiya et al.
(2023)

VoF Sustained HIT.
One droplet

38–77 1.3–34.5 1 0.01–350 – Breakup statistics: breakup
rate, daughter size.
Parametric study

Håkansson et al.
(2022) and
Håkansson and
Brandt (2022)

VoF Sustained HIT.
One droplet

33 1.15–69 0.9 22 – Droplet/eddy interaction.
Droplet shape and surface

Komrakova et al.
(2015)

LBM Sustained HIT.
One droplet

24–141 NA 1 0.3−1 Ca =
0.001–0.1

Number of droplets.
Energy spectra.

Krzeczek et al.
(2023)

VoF Decaying HIT
with gravity.
Several droplets

104 0.1 0.9−1.6 0.9−1.6 𝜙 = 0.125 Study of segregation due
to gravity

Mukherjee et al.
(2019)

LBM Sustained HIT.
One Droplet

30–118 0.03–0.22c 1 1 𝜙 =
0.01–0.45

Droplet distribution.
Energy transfers. Emulsion
study

Perlekar et al.
(2012)

LBM Sustained HIT.
Some droplets

47.4–94.9 1.2–4.3 1 1 𝜙 =
0.0007–0.09

Energy transfers. Droplet
size distribution. Surface
evolution. Assessment of
Hinze parameter and local
Weber number

Qian et al. (2006) LBM Sustained HIT.
One droplet

14.6–35.8 0.6–5.3d 1 1 – Breakup dynamics.

Rivière et al. (2021)

and Perrard et al.
(2021)

VoF Sustained HIT.
One bubble

38 3.4–51.7 0.00357 0.04 – Bubble deformation
Sub-Hinze bubbles. Energy
transfers.
Bubble size distribution.

Roccon et al. (2017) Cahn–
Hilliard

Wall bounded
turbulence.
Several droplets

150e 0.75–3e 1 0.01–100 𝜙 = 0.18 Breakup rate. Turbulence
modulation.

Rosti et al. (2019) VoF Shear
turbulence.
Several droplets

83–142 0.2–5f 1 1 𝜙 = 0.05 Turbulence kinetic energy
study. Droplet distribution

Shao et al. (2018) Levelset Sustained HIT.
One droplet

104 10–55.6d 1 1 – Vortical structures
alignment around interface

Soligo et al. (2019) Phase-
field

Wall bounded
turbulence.
256 droplets

300e 1.5–3e 1 1 – Breakup rate. Surfactants
distribution.

(continued on next page)
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hape. The strategy to initialize DNS of single droplets in turbulent flow
ffects the initial growth of the shape deformation. The results show
hat the present method avoids the initial corrugations observed among
thers by Crialesi-Esposito et al. (2023, Fig. 3a) and Komrakova et al.
2015). For bubbles, the velocity can be initialized to zero inside the
ubble (Rivière et al., 2021; Perrard et al., 2021). However, this ap-
roach cannot be applied in the context of this study since the volume
raction and the density of the disperse phase is not negligible. Out of a
otal of 260 breakup events, 68 degenerated cases have been excluded
esulting in a database of 192 realizations and 389,478 snapshots.
hose degenerated cases will be discussed in the next Section.
3

r

This database, or a part of it, has already been analyzed in the
tudy of the transformation criteria for Lagrangian–Eulerian hybrid
ethods (Chéron et al., 2019, 2023), the investigation of the 2D
rojection on shape parameters (Chéron et al., 2022), and the analysis
f droplet oscillations (Roa et al., 2023).

.3. Physical and numerical parameters

The physical and numerical parameters chosen to build the database
f droplet breakup under turbulent flow are subjected to three con-
traints.

Firstly, as the main goal of our study is to perform numerous
ealizations to generate a large database, the numerical cost of each
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Table 1 (continued).
Trontin et al. (2010) Levelset Decaying HIT.

Planar sheet
74 0.2–110 g 1 1 𝜙 = 0.05 Energy transfers. Final

droplet distribution

Vela-Martín and
Avila (2021, 2022)

Cahn–
Hilliard

Sustained HIT.
One droplet

31–96 3.3–16.7 1 0.5–2 – Droplet/eddy interaction.
Energy transfers. Breakup
rate. Stochastic model.

Present study
and Roa et al.
(2023)

CLSVoF Sustained HIT.
One droplet

40 3.22 1 1 – –
Droplet oscillations

Notes:
a 𝑊 𝑒 = 𝜌𝑐 𝑢′2𝐷

𝜎
.

b 𝑊 𝑒 = 𝜌𝑑 𝑢′2𝐿
𝜎

, where 𝐿 is the domain length.
c 𝑊 𝑒 = 2.3 × 𝜌𝑐 𝜖2∕3𝐿5∕3

𝜎
where 𝐿 is the domain length.

d 𝑊 𝑒 = 𝜌𝑑 (𝛿𝑢′ )2𝐷
𝜎

, where 𝛿𝑢′ is the velocity fluctuation in a distance equal to the droplet size.
e Dimensionless numbers based on the shear, 𝑅𝑒 = 𝜌𝑐 𝑢𝜏ℎ

𝜇𝑐
, 𝑊 𝑒 = 𝜌𝑐 𝑢2𝜏ℎ

𝜎
, where 𝑢𝜏 is the shear velocity and h the channel height.

f 𝑊 𝑒 = 𝜌𝑐𝑆2𝐷3

𝜎
, where 𝑆 is the uniform mean shear.

g 𝑊 𝑒 = 𝜌𝑑 𝑢′2𝛿
𝜎

, where 𝛿 is the initial sheet thickness.
Fig. 1. Droplet database numerical procedure.
simulation must be as small as possible. The number of Eulerian fluid
cells is set to 643. The constraint on the numerical cost should be fixed,
taking into account the minimal mesh refinement needed to correctly
reproduce the breakup mechanism. The droplet diameter is fixed at
𝐷 = 30 𝛥𝑥, where 𝛥𝑥 represents the Eulerian fluid mesh size, as
determined from our previous studies (Chéron et al., 2019). To balance
computational efficiency and accuracy, a domain size of 𝐿 = 2.14 𝐷 is
selected. However, this numerical configuration favors the appearance
of non-isolated droplets that can touch each other across the periodic
4

domain. Such degenerated cases occurred 68 times and, as previously
mentioned, have been removed from the database.

A second drawback of the confined domain is that the turbulence
is not completely developed, leading to another restriction: a finer
Eulerian fluid mesh is necessary to separate the Kolmogorov and the
integral length scales (Pope, 2000, Equation 9.7). As mentioned in
Section 2, the linear forcing of Rosales and Meneveau (2005) and Duret
et al. (2012) has been applied. This forcing has been used for a total
of 643 Eulerian fluid cells in previous works, and encourages us to use
it even at a low Reynolds number, i.e., 𝑅𝑒 ≃ 40. Here, the Reynolds
𝜆
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number is defined as 𝑅𝑒𝜆 = 𝜌𝑐𝜆𝑢′

𝜈𝑐
, where 𝜆 is the Taylor length scale

(𝜆 =
√

15𝜇𝑐𝑢′2
𝜌𝑐𝜖

), 𝜌𝑐 is the carrier fluid density, 𝜇𝑐 is the carrier fluid
kinematic viscosity, 𝜖 is the average dissipation rate, and 𝑢′ is the
turbulent velocity fluctuations. Density and viscosity ratios, 𝜌𝑑

𝜌𝑐
and

𝜇𝑑
𝜇𝑐

respectively, are set to unity, as the forcing shows non-physical
behavior for the same configuration with a density ratio larger than
one, resulting in an increase in the droplet angular velocity during the
first eddy-turnover time. Aniszewski and Brändle de Motta (2022).

Finally, this paper focuses on the study of the sub-Hinze droplets
breakup. Hence, the surface tension is determined by the Weber num-
ber, here set to 𝑊 𝑒 = 0.9, where 𝑊 𝑒 = 𝜌𝑐𝑢′2𝐷

𝜎 , 𝜎 being the surface
tension. For this choice of Weber number, we can determine the
supposedly maximum droplet diameter that does not undergo breakup
by calculating the Hinze scale (Hinze, 1955; Perlekar et al., 2012)
𝑑H = 0.725

(

𝜌𝑐
𝜎

)−3∕5
𝜖−2∕5, which is equal to 𝑑H = 0.6𝐷. For density

and viscosity ratios set to unity, the Weber number is a very sensitive
parameter to vary for analyzing droplet breakup, and must be cho-
sen adequately to observe droplet oscillation before breakup. Values
lower than the critical Weber number yield to excessively long-time
simulations before breakup, whereas for Weber numbers larger than
the critical Weber number, the breakup of the droplet occurs during
the first droplet’s shape deformation (Vela-Martín and Avila, 2022).
However, the given value of the surface tension yields to turbulent and
capillary times of the same order of magnitude which makes difficult
to differentiate interface-driven and turbulent-driven phenomena.

Here, the Weber number is proportional to the square of the ratio
between the capillary time (𝑡𝑐 =

√

𝜌𝑐𝐷3

8𝜎 ), and the turbulent time (𝑡𝑡 =
𝐷
𝑢′ ). Some authors also define the Weber number by considering the
eddy velocity equivalent to the size of the droplet diameter 𝐷. Based
on the Kolmogorov–Hinze assumption for fully developed turbulent
flows (Ni, 2024; Kolmogorov, 1949; Hinze, 1955), the corresponding
Weber number value is 𝑊 𝑒𝐾𝐻 = 2.3 × 𝜌𝑐𝜖2∕3𝐷5∕3

𝜎 = 3.22. This Weber
number is based on the turbulent inertial time at the characteristic

length of the droplet (𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 =
(

𝐷2

𝜖

)1∕3
). Time is normalized using the

capillary time with 𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 = 2.41 𝑡𝑐 .
The Kolmogorov–Hinze Weber number is based on the assumption

that ⟨(𝛿𝑢′)2⟩(𝐷) ≃ (𝜖𝐷)2∕3. When dealing with numerical simulations
at moderate Reynolds numbers, this assumption does not hold (see
for example Qian et al., 2006). The numerical dissipation, the forcing
scheme or the domain to droplet length ratio can strongly modify two-
point velocity correlations. Thus the comparison of results with studies
of similar 𝑊 𝑒𝐾𝐻 is not straightforward.

3. Definition of the shape parameters

The shape parameters employed in this numerical study, and
defined in this Section, are based solely on primary quantities, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2. These parameters include the maximum and minimum
distances from the center of mass of the droplet, denoted as 𝑎 and 𝑏
respectively, the equivalent radius 𝑅 based on the total volume of the
droplet (𝑉 = 4

3𝜋𝑅
3), the total surface area of the droplet 𝑆, and the

volume of the intersection between the equivalent sphere and the en-
tire droplet (𝑉𝑆∩𝐷). Additionally, local mean and Gaussian curvatures,
computed from the two main curvatures 𝐻 = 1

2

(

𝜅1 + 𝜅2
)

and 𝐺 =
𝜅1𝜅2, provide further information for characterizing the morphology
of a set of droplets (Canu et al., 2018). These quantities lead to the
definition of seven different parameters that characterize the shape of
the droplets in the database. Table 2 provides the names, mathematical
expressions, and boundary limits of each shape parameter as given
in the literature. The computation of primary quantities and associ-
ated shape parameters is performed using our in-house post-processing
tool, PyArcher (Archer web page, 2023). For curvature-based quanti-
ties, PyArcher utilizes algorithms described by Mohamed et al. (2019)
5

Fig. 2. Primary quantities used to define the shape parameters.

Fig. 3. Dimensionless mean (left) and Gaussian (right) local curvature of the droplet
given in Fig. 4 at time 𝑡 = 45.91 𝑡𝑐 . A video with the temporal evolution of this Figure
is given in the additional material.

and Battista et al. (2019), which are also present in the Mercur(v)e
project (Mercur(v)e web page, 2023). Many of these parameters were
thoroughly studied in our previous work (Chéron et al., 2022).

In Table 2, two shape parameters are computed using the local
curvature at the droplet’s interface. The curvature provides valuable
information about the atomization process, even for complex topologies
such as emulsions with large volume fractions (Canu et al., 2018;
Henry and Tegze, 2019). The scatter plot of the mean and Gaussian
curvatures, 𝐻 −𝐺, is analyzed throughout the entire database, but for
the present discussion, we focus on two main criteria based on the
curvature.

The first criterion is the average mean curvature (Mohamed et al.,
2019; Chéron et al., 2019). The second criterion is based on the
parameter proposed by Håkansson et al. (2022), which is defined as
the average of the smallest 10% of the Gaussian curvature values, and
here referred to as 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛. For a spherical droplet of Gaussian curvature
1∕𝑅2, the parameter 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛 is equal to 1.2

The surface mean and Gaussian curvature for the droplet shown in
Fig. 4 before breakup is depicted in Fig. 3. As indicated by the red
color in Fig. 3 (right), the ligament present in the late stages preceding
the breakup is characterized by negative Gaussian curvature. This
observation provides important insights into the breakup mechanism
and explains the interest of the parameter 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛.

4. Results

4.1. Qualitative description

To illustrate the temporal evolution of the droplet shape in a tur-
bulent flow until breakup, several successive snapshots of the interface

2 There is an inconsistency in the values in Håkansson et al. (2022, Fig.
6) since the initial shape is a sphere and the initial values in the figure are
around minus 4. The corresponding author confirm us this inconsistency and
found a new methodology to correct the issue.
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Table 2
Shape parameters definition. The bound corresponding to a sphere is in bold. These parameters are often derived from their equivalent in two dimensions (see references column)

Name Definition Bounds References

Aspect ratio 𝛼 = 𝑏
𝑎

[0,1] Adrian (1991) and Masuk et al. (2021)

Uniformity 𝜂 = 𝑎−𝑏
𝑅

[0,∞) Blaisot and Yon (2005)

Maximal deformation �̂� = 𝑎−𝑅
𝑅

[0,∞) Lalanne et al. (2019), Masuk et al. (2021) and Qi et al. (2023)a

Irregularity 𝜄 = 4𝜋 𝑅2

𝑆
[0,1] Podczeck et al. (1999)

Symmetric difference 𝜓 = 2 𝑉 −𝑉𝑆∩𝐷
𝑉

[0, 2] Malot and Blaisot (2000) and Chéron et al. (2022)

Curvature �̃� = 𝑅 ⟨𝐻⟩𝛴 (−∞,unknown] (Sphere: −1) Chéron et al. (2019)

Minimal Gaussian 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑅2
⟨𝐺⟩𝐺<𝑃10% (𝐺) (−∞,1] Håkansson et al. (2022)

Notes:
a Qi et al. (2023) calls 𝑎

𝑅
the aspect ratio.
Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of a droplet interface. Time is given dimensionless (𝑡∕𝑡𝑐 ). Initial deformation (dotted line), oscillatory regime (solid line), no-return deformation
(dash-dotted line) and capillary driven breakup (dashed line, the time between two snapshots is reduced). The corresponding video is included in the additional material.
of a droplet extracted from the database are shown in Fig. 4. From the
initialization to the breakup of the droplet, four stages of deformation
are observed:

1. During the very first capillary times, the droplet undergoes an
initial deformation (see the three first snapshots in Fig. 4).
Because of the specific initialization procedure, in which the
droplet velocity is set to zero and the no-slip velocity is enforced
at the surface of the solid particle, this first step is slower than
in other publications, see Appendix B. Roa et al. (2023) and
Perrard et al. (2021)).

2. Then, the droplet oscillates during several capillary times. The
study of these oscillations is beyond the scope of the present
communication and has been extensively analyzed in Roa et al.
(2023). During these oscillations, strong deformations can be
observed (see for instance snapshot at 𝑡 = 19.69 𝑡𝑐 in Fig. 4).

3. Before breakup, the droplet undergoes a critical deformation
which yields to a no return deformation state for the droplet.
The characterization of this initial deformation and the time to
reach the final breakup is the main purpose of the present study
(see in particular Section 4.2). The use of shape parameters helps
detect this critical deformation, and thus to predict the incoming
breakup.

4. Finally, as mentioned by Håkansson et al. (2022), a ligament is
generated between two lobes in a critical deformed state char-
acterized by the capillary instability (Rayleigh–Plateau). This
accelerates the breakup process. The instabilities can be ob-
served in the last row of Fig. 4, where the time step is adapted
to accurately observe the phenomenon. This process has been
6

studied in previous works and is responsible for the generation
of satellite droplets resulting from the breakage of the liga-
ment (Stone, 1994; Villermaux, 2020; Rivière et al., 2022; Qi
et al., 2023).

These four stages are observed for all the droplets in the database.
The breakup times of these droplets vary in the range 𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 = 9.09 𝑡𝑐 ,
to a maximum breakup time of 𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 = 376 𝑡𝑐 . The study of the time
spent before breakup is analyzed in Appendix C.

These main stages of the droplet breakup under turbulent flow are
commonly found in the literature. A recent analysis of the duration of
each stage has been carried out by Qi et al. (2023).

4.2. Breakup analysis using shape parameters

Many authors have attempted to predict the breakup of droplets and
bubbles under turbulent flow using a cut-off shape parameter (Perlekar
et al., 2012; Lalanne et al., 2019; Håkansson et al., 2022; Qi et al.,
2023). Describing droplet deformation based on a given shape parame-
ter is common in the literature, but it has not led to a consensus on the
key shape parameters to consider (Ghaemi et al., 2009; Chéron et al.,
2022). This complexity arises from the fact that droplet deformation
cannot be fully captured by a simple scalar value. In this study, we per-
form a multidimensional analysis of the droplet breakup by analyzing
the evolution of various existing shape parameters, given in Section 3,
until droplet breakage.

4.2.1. Temporal evolution of the shape parameters
In Fig. 5, we present the temporal evolution of all the aforemen-

tioned shape parameters for the droplet shown in Fig. 4. The three
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stages described in Section 4.1 can be identified: (1) initial perturbation
growth of the deformation for 𝑡 < 4 𝑡𝑐 ; (2) shape oscillations of the
roplet during several capillary times with a strong deformation at
≃ 20 𝑡𝑐 ; and (3) large deformation of the shape of the droplet with
hanges in shape parameters at 𝑡 > 40 𝑡𝑐 . The delimitation of those
tages are arbitrarily chosen from qualitative analysis because they are
hallenging to define precisely.

The strong deformation observed at 20 𝑡𝑐 highlights the complexity
f understanding the dynamics leading to breakup and indicates that a
omprehensive understanding might require additional factors beyond
hape parameters alone.

The different shape parameters do not exhibit a similar temporal
volution. First, the initial deformation occurring at 𝑡 < 4 𝑡𝑐 is not
isible for the curvature shape parameter �̃� , and the oscillations are
ess pronounced with this parameter. Secondly, the duration of strong
eformation leading to the breakup cannot be identified identically
or all parameters. For parameters 𝛼 to 𝜓 , this deformation begins
t approximately 𝑡 = 40 𝑡𝑐 , while it seems to start at approximately
= 42 𝑡𝑐 for curvature-based parameters.

For 𝜂 and �̂�, which are similar in their definitions based on primary
engths, the final deformation is represented by a monotone increase
n the shape parameter. A similar increase before breakup is observed
xperimentally by Qi et al. (2023) for bubbles in turbulent flow. The
ame trend is observed with the symmetric difference shape parameter,
, which is suitable for accounting for the typical breakup between

wo droplets connected by a neck (Håkansson et al., 2022). In this
ase, the intersection of the volume of the droplet and the equivalent
phere, 𝑉𝑆∩𝐷 tends to zero since the equivalent sphere, 𝑆, is only an
ntersection of the remaining ligament.

However, the aspect ratio parameter, 𝛼, and the shape parameter
roposed by Håkansson et al. (2022), 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛, are not able to predict the

breakup for this specific realization. The values during this breakup
sequence (𝑡 > 40 𝑡𝑐) are close to the values observed for the strong
deformations at approximately 20 𝑡𝑐 . For instance, the shape parameter
𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛 reaches a plateau for the elongation observed at approximately
𝑡 ≃ 20 𝑡𝑐 . As the neck radius becomes small, the minimum value of the

aussian curvature is limited, resulting in a plateau. After this plateau,
𝑚𝑖𝑛 decreases, which could serve as a good criterion to define the time

ransition between stage (3) and (4).
The uniformity and maximal deformation shape parameters also

how a shift in their temporal evolutions during this last stage. These
bservations provide valuable insights into the droplet breakup process
nd highlight the differences among the various shape parameters in
haracterizing the deformation and breakup of droplets under turbulent
low conditions.

To go further into the analysis, we conduct a statistical study by
epresenting 50,000 snapshots of the two-fluid flow from our database
n terms of their shape parameters in Fig. 6 (a complete scatter plot
f the database is provided in Appendix A). Each shape parameter
except for the aspect ratio) is plotted as a function of the aspect ratio,
ith each point representing the state of a droplet at a specific time

n the simulation. The color bar indicates the remaining time before
he droplet breaks, 𝑡 − 𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘, where 𝑡 − 𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 = 0 indicates the droplet
reakup. The points located at 𝛼 = 1 correspond to the initial time
f the simulations, depicting a perfect sphere. This state is never
ecovered during the droplet lifetime.

Additionally, Fig. 6 provides the values of each shape parameter
or specific cases of an oblate and a prolate spheroid. These corre-
ations have been analytically derived in previous works by Blaisot
nd Yon (2005) and Chéron et al. (2022). For curvature-based shape
arameters, the correlations have been computed numerically using
ur post-processing procedure from synthetic spheroids. These statis-
ical analyses provide valuable insights into the relationships between
ifferent shape parameters and their influence on droplet deformation
nd breakup in turbulent flow conditions. As expected, the scatter
7

lot between the aspect ratio and each individual shape parameter
yields different results. We have previously analyzed the complexity
of the shape parameters in our earlier work (Chéron et al., 2022).
The similar evolution for the database droplets with the correlation
for perfect spheroids indicates that the droplets’ deformation follows
a specific trend: the droplets experience significant deformations and
exhibit no local corrugations. This observation is further supported by
the spherical harmonics decomposition analysis carried out in the study
of Roa et al. (2023). Note that the minimal Gaussian criteria, 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛,
deviates from the spheroidal trend since for a spheroid, the Gaussian
curvature is always positive, and 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛 is designed to monitor negative
Gaussian curvature values. As for �̃� , the average mean curvature
is consistently close to −1, representing a perfect sphere, and only
decreases for large deformation values.

Some points near the breakup (shown in red) display non-physical
behavior. These points correspond to distorted shapes that can arise
before the actual breakup occurs. Additionally, this plot reveals the
common dynamics of the breakup shared by all the droplets. (i) For
long times, predicting the exact moment of breakup is not feasible.
(ii) However, for all the shape parameters, large deformations are
indicative of an imminent breakup.

4.2.2. Breakup prediction from shape parameters
Fig. 7 (top row) shows the histogram of each shape parameter for

droplets breaking in the next 0.5 𝑡𝑐 , as well as the overall histogram of
the whole database.

The comparison between the two histograms confirms that droplets
with an upcoming breakup event have more probability to undergo
large deformations. That conveys the simple idea that a droplet is
strongly deformed before breakup. This observation is true for all the
shape parameters.

For each shape parameter, a threshold can be defined to predict the
majority of drops that will break (true positives) while minimizing the
number of drops that will not break (false negatives). This threshold is
the one whose ensures the best area under the curve (AUC) score, and
is plotted as a vertical line in Fig. 7.

The AUC score has been selected for its ability to be a good criterion
for unbalanced classification problem. The critical threshold values for
each parameter, with the AUC score associated, are given in Table 3.
The higher the score, the better it is at predicting breakup events. In
particular, the 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛 criteria is notably the worst while �̃� is somewhat
etter than the others. No AUC scores are reaching the ideal value of 1,
eaning that none of those are perfect predictors. As an example, the

trong deformation observed around 20 𝑡𝑐 for the realization given in
ig. 5 is wrongly predicted as a breakup event by all these thresholds.

The threshold values given are also in agreement with the literature,
ven for totally different configurations. In Lalanne et al. (2019), a
ritical value of �̂� = 1 is obtained with a different methodology.
or Qian et al. (2006) and Perlekar et al. (2012), the breakup occurs
or 𝑆∗ below 0.35 (see Perlekar et al. (2012, Figure 5) and Qian et al.
2006, table V).) which corresponds to 𝜄 above 0.75. For Håkansson
t al. (2022), the critical values of the criterion 𝐴∕𝐴0 = 1∕𝜄 are 1.3 and

1.6, corresponding to values of the irregularity between 0.6 and 0.7.
The universality of these thresholds may indicate that the breakup

process occurs in a similar manner regardless of the properties of the
two fluids considered in each configuration. Indeed, the triggering of
capillary process, that drives the final stages of the breakup process,
is more related to the shape of the deformed droplet/bubble than
to the physical parameters. The physical parameters provide more
information about the duration of the no-return state: the statistical
average time to reach the critical shape is given by the Weber number
(see Appendix C and Vela-Martín and Avila (2022)), and the duration
of the final stage in which breakup is driven by capillary, inertia and
viscosity. This later stage is related to the time to break the neck, that
explains the long times spent by the droplets studied by Håkansson
et al. (2022) in a more viscous case, or the long ligaments observed

by different authors (Eastwood et al., 2004; Farsoiya et al., 2023).
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q

Fig. 5. Shape parameters temporal evolution of the realization given in Fig. 4. Vertical lines correspond to the transition between the stages described in Section 4.1. The primary
uantities of this droplet are given in the additional material.
i
s
t
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Table 3
Values of the critical threshold value, the AUC score for each parameter for a breakup
occurring in the next 0.5 𝑡𝑐 .

Name Symbol Threshold AUC score

Aspect ratio 𝛼 0.19 0.97
Uniformity 𝜂 1.90 0.98
Maximal deformation �̂� 1.11 0.97
Irregularity 𝜄 0.78 0.98
Symmetric difference 𝜓 1.16 0.98
Curvature �̃� −1.16 0.99
Minimal Gaussian 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛 −0.55 0.78
8

i

To study the temporal behavior, Fig. 7 (bottom) provides the time
evolution of the probability density function of each parameter before
breakup . For 𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘−𝑡 = 0.5 𝑡𝑐 the colors correspond to the top row blue
histogram. For large times (𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘− 𝑡 > 10 𝑡𝑐), the histogram corresponds
to that of the entire database, representing the averaged deformation of
droplets under turbulent conditions (black histogram of the top row).
For 𝑡𝑐 < 𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 − 𝑡 < 10 𝑡𝑐 , the shape parameters exhibit an increase
n shape deformation (histograms shift from averaged deformation to
trong deformation). This increase of the shape parameters is similar
o the observations shown for a single droplet in Fig. 5 and also for
veraged maximal deformation parameter by Qi et al. (2023).

The AUC scores and thresholds are also provided for each time

nterval. For times in range 𝑡− 𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 >10 𝑡𝑐 , accurate predictions are not
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Fig. 6. Scatter plot of shape parameters as a function of the aspect ratio. Color by time remaining before break. The lines represent the case of oblate (solid red) and prolate
(dashed blue) spheroids. A complete version of this figure is given in Appendix A, Fig. A.9.
possible as indicated by the low AUC score of all the shape parameters.
For times in the range 𝑡𝑐 < 𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘− 𝑡 < 10 𝑡𝑐 , the AUC score increases for
all the parameters until reaching a maximum at 𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘− 𝑡 ≃ 𝑡𝑐 . However,
notable differences are observed between the curvature based shape
parameters and the remaining ones for near breakup times. For the
latter parameters, 𝛼, 𝜂, �̂�, 𝜄, 𝜓 , a similar behavior is observed for times in
the range 𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘− 𝑡 > 𝑡𝑐 ; the AUC score indicates good prediction ability,
and the threshold criteria remain constant and close to that of 𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘−𝑡 =
0.5 𝑡𝑐 , as shown in Table 3 and the top Fig. 7. The other criteria based
on curvature behave differently. For instance, the AUC score associated
to the threshold for the average mean curvature, �̃�, shows the best
breakup prediction ability for times close to breakup time compared to
the parameters 𝛼, 𝜂, �̂�, 𝜄, 𝜓 , which is consistent with the observation in
Fig. 5. For the shape parameter, 𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑛, after reaching a local minimum at
approximately 𝑡 ≈ 𝑡𝑐 , the breakup threshold value increases for the near
breakup time which reduces the AUC score associated to the threshold
value of the parameter. This phenomenon is caused by the reduction of
the neck diameter, as also observed in Fig. 5.

In summary, the study of these parameters reveals the following:
for a time before the breakup greater than 10 𝑡𝑐 , the breakup process
is not engaged. Then, at 𝑡 − 𝑡 ≃ 10 𝑡 , the process initiates,
9

𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑐
leading to an increase in the droplet shape deformation. However, the
shape parameters do not allow for distinguishing between a strong
deformation during oscillations and a critical deformation at this point
(the AUC score is below 0.8). Finally, at 𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 − 𝑡 ≃ 𝑡𝑐 , the critical
deformation is reached, and the breakup is described by the classical
interfacial instability. This process aligns with the description provided
in Section 4.1.

In this study the viscous and density ratios as well as the turbulent
intensity are constant, which does not enable a parametric dimensional
analysis. Nevertheless, to the authors understanding, the two stages
before the breakup are driven by two different phenomena. The time
spent between the initial deformation and the acceleration due to
capillary, stage (3), is 9 𝑡𝑐 , that corresponds to 10 𝑡𝑐 minus the time
spent in stage (4). Since the deformation of the droplet is a result
of a balance between the surface tension and the surrounding fluid,
it seems coherent to relate this time to the natural frequency of the
droplet oscillations (Roa et al., 2023). For the time spent in stage (4),
the present study itself does not allow to conclude. A study involving
shape parameters tailored for characterizing this specific final defor-
mation stage is required, as done by Håkansson et al. (2022). Rivière
et al. (2022) suggest that the time spent in stage (4) is linked to the
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Fig. 7. Probability density function (pdf) of each parameter. Top row, normalized pdf for all the database (black) and for droplets that will break in the next 0.5𝑡𝑐 (blue). Bottom
row, normalized pdf for droplets as a function of time before breakup (each row, corresponding to a given time, is normalized).
Rayleigh–Plateau instability. This hypothesis potentially explains the
long ligaments observed before droplet breakup by Eastwood et al.
(2004), Håkansson et al. (2022) and Farsoiya et al. (2023) for large
viscosity studies.

Future works with parametric studies are needed to confirm the
scaling of the duration of each stage while considering physical pair of
fluids. The study of Qi et al. (2023) goes in this direction. Depending on
the pair of fluids considered, the behavior can be completely different
and depends on the balance between inertial, viscous and capillary
forces. To allow a complete description of these latter stages, it is
necessary to consider the capillary regime until reaching molecular
length scales (Lister and Stone, 1998). The simulations of turbulence
induced breakup does not reach this level of accuracy.

5. Conclusion

In the present work, we conducted a comprehensive analysis of
a database of droplets oscillating under turbulent conditions, where
the density and viscosity ratios were set to unity. The moderate tur-
bulent Reynolds number and Weber number resulted in long hold-up
times before breakage. The focus of the study was on the analysis
of the breakup process after several oscillations using several shape
parameters. For the studied flow configuration, we observe that the
breakup process of a droplet can be described by a set of four stages: (1)
initial deformation, related to the numerical initial condition; (2) shape
oscillations during long times; (3) beginning of a strong deformation;
and (4) Rayleigh–Plateau instability causing the final breakup.

The shape oscillations were found to be related to the natural
frequency of the droplets (Risso and Fabre, 1998; Roa et al., 2023).
Notably, one particular oscillation generates a critical deformation
leading to the final breakup of the droplet (Håkansson et al., 2022).
The probability of reaching this critical deformation is inversely propor-
tional to the Weber number, 𝑊 𝑒𝐾𝐻 (Coulaloglou and Tavlarides, 1977;
Vela-Martín and Avila, 2022). However, the mechanisms driving this
specific event require further investigation for a deeper understanding.
Future work should explore whether it is the result of energy transfer
from a large eddy overcoming the restoring surface energy of the
droplet or induced by resonant mechanisms.

The analysis of breakup event statistics decoupled from other mech-
anisms helped to distinguish between the last two stages. The use of
shape parameters, provided valuable insights. For each shape param-
eter a threshold were found to provide the better prediction of the
incoming breakup. These thresholds are in agreement with previous
literature (Lalanne et al., 2019; Qian et al., 2006; Perlekar et al.,
2012). Particularly, as proposed by Håkansson et al. (2022), the mini-
mal curvature-based shape parameters provides additional information
about the neck that characterizes the final stage.

Further analysis involving other approaches to describe the in-
terface, such as the Minkowski functionals (Dumouchel et al., 2017,
10
2022), spherical harmonics (Perrard et al., 2021; Roa et al., 2023), or
the scatter plot of mean and Gaussian curvatures (𝐻 −𝐺) (Canu et al.,
2018; Henry and Tegze, 2019), could offer more details on the physics
of breakup.

Additional information on the breakup process can be obtained
by studying the flow characteristics inside and around the droplet, as
suggested by several authors (Qian et al., 2006; Perlekar et al., 2012;
Komrakova et al., 2015; Masuk et al., 2021; Qi et al., 2022; Vela-
Martín and Avila, 2021). Understanding the effect of turbulence on
the initialization of the breakup process and the transition from the
oscillatory regime to the breakup stage requires detailed flow analysis.

The scaling of each stage of the sequence should also be clarified.
Global breakup statistics have been analyzed in previous studies (Vela-
Martín and Avila, 2022; Farsoiya et al., 2023), providing insights into
the influence of different parameters such as Weber number, density, or
viscosity ratios. Understanding the duration of the oscillatory regime,
deformation regime, and final capillary driven breakup is crucial for
developing population balance breakup models (Håkansson, 2020).
However, the study of the last stage must consider the balance between
inertial, viscous, and capillary forces at the final state before breakup
and work with realistic fluids and their related molecular sizes.

For the future, it would be necessary to study in detail the effect of
different dimensionless numbers. Also, the definition of the appropri-
ate Weber number should be thoroughly discussed, in particular for
numerical studies where the Kolmogorov’s assumption is not held.
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Appendix A. Extended figures

This Section contains two extended figures. They have not been
implemented in the text to improve readability.

Appendix B. Sensitivity of the droplet oscillation to the initial
velocity condition in turbulent flow

In Section 2.2 the specific methodology to initialize a simulation of
11

a freely moving droplet in a pseudo turbulent flow is discussed. Here,
we compare the methodology developed in this work to the commonly
used method which consists of instantaneously adding a droplet to an
already developed turbulent flow (Crialesi-Esposito et al., 2023; Vela-
Martín and Avila, 2022; Håkansson et al., 2022; Håkansson and Brandt,
2022). With the latter method, there is no initial no-slip condition,
so the fluid is not yet adapted to the presence of the droplet which
yields to a larger stress. To illustrate the differences between these
two methods, we have performed ten simulations where the droplet is
instantaneously added to the turbulent flow, and compared the results
with the droplets from the database, see Section 2.2. A visualization
of the temporal evolution of the droplet interface for the first capillary
times is presented in Fig. B.10, which shows large differences in terms
of shape deformations when compared to the droplet from the database,
see Fig. 4.

A quantitative analysis is also shown by presenting in Fig. B.11 the
temporal evolution over the first capillary time of the shape parame-
ters for the droplets instantaneously added to the turbulent flow, and
droplets from the database, Section 2.2. We confirm that the methodol-
ogy presented in this work is preventing excessively fast deformations
thanks to the initial no-slip condition enforced on the flow. Although
this might not affect statistics for droplets with a long hold up time, it

may affect statistics at a higher Weber number.
Fig. A.8. Physical parameters of interface resolved DNS of fluid–fluid turbulent flows presented in the literature. Circle markers: homogeneous isotropic turbulence; square markers,
shear or wall turbulence. The parameters are explained in Table 1 and the data is given as additional material.
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Fig. A.9. Scatter plot of shape parameters. Color by time remaining before break. The lines represent the case of oblate (solid red) and prolate (dashed blue) spheroids. The first
column correspond to Fig. 6 in the manuscript.
Fig. B.10. Temporal evolution of the interface of a droplet instantaneously added to the turbulent flow over the very first capillary times. Time is given dimensionless (𝑡∕𝑡𝑐 ).
Other solution proposed in the literature is to set directly the inlet
droplet velocity to zero, Rivière et al. (2022, 2021). This solution
cannot be applied in the present work since the linear forcing scheme is
configured to target a kinetic energy level. In our case, the droplet vol-
ume fraction and the inner flow density ratio are not negligible, thus,
applying this method artificially increases the carrier flow turbulent
kinetic energy to ensure that the overall domain target kinetic energy
is kept.

Appendix C. Memoryless breakup

In a recent paper, Vela-Martín and Avila (2022) argued that the
breakup process is memoryless for sub-Kolmogorov–Hinze droplets. In
other words, the smallest droplets can survive for long turbulent times
before breaking, and the breakup event is independent of the previous
states of the droplets. This theory is discussed here by considering
the breakup rate. For clarity, we recall that all the simulations in our
database are run until a breakup event occurs.

The breakup probability function can therefore be directly com-
puted from the definition given by Håkansson (2020) as the inverse
12
of the average breakup time (with the hold-up time set to infinity),
𝜅 = 1

⟨𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘⟩
. Here, the breakup rate obtained is 𝜅 𝑡𝑐 = 8.5 × 10−3 or

𝜅 𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 = 0.021.
The survival probability function for our database is shown in

Fig. C.12. A very good agreement between the exponential decay,
exp(−𝑡𝜅), and the survival probability, 1 − 𝑃 , is observed up to the
time 𝑡 = 160 𝑡𝑐 . Convergence for larger times requires many more
realizations since only a third of the simulations from the database
reach these long times.

As suggested by Coulaloglou and Tavlarides (1977), and recently
confirmed by Vela-Martín and Avila (2022) for a set of parameters
close to the studied ones, the breakup rate scales as 𝜅 𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 =
𝑐1 exp(−𝑐2∕𝑊 𝑒𝐾𝐻 ). In the latter, the fitting values are 𝑐1 = 14.8 and
𝑐2 = 17.94.3 This correlation gives a breakup rate of 𝜅 𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 = 0.056,
which is of the same order of magnitude as the value measured for our
database.

3 Since the definition of the Weber number given here differs from Vela-
Martín and Avila (2022), the constant 𝑐 is therefore adapted.
2
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Fig. B.11. Shape parameters temporal evolution of droplets extracted from the database (blue), and droplets instantaneously added to the turbulent flow (red). The dark blue and
dark red lines correspond to Figs. 4 and B.10 respectively.
A comparison with the work of Farsoiya et al. (2023) can also be
made. In their work, for a given set of parameters (𝑊 𝑒, 𝑅𝑒𝜆, 𝜇𝑑∕𝜇𝑐)
several realizations were done and the probability to break before
𝑡 = 20 𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 is computed. For the closest configuration (𝑊 𝑒 = 3
considering their definition), the number of breakup events before 𝑡 =
20 𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 is 100%. If we apply the correlation given by Vela-Martín and
Avila (2022) for similar conditions, the predicted breakup probability
at 𝑡 = 20 𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 is 67%. For our experiment, with an equivalent Weber
number of 2.8, the breakup probability is 25%, similar to the breakup
probability observed by Farsoiya et al. (2023) for a Weber number of 1.
The discrepancies may be due to the sensitivity of the breakup rate by
itself and due to the numerical initial condition as observed in Fig. C.12
for the earlier times.
13
When comparing the results from different authors, the
Kolmogorov’s approximation should be also taken into account since
there is no reason that both studies have the same point-to-point cor-
relation function ⟨(𝛿𝑢′)2⟩(𝐷) (see last paragraph on Section 2.3). Future
work should be done to clarify the dependency to other parameters.

If we consider the memoryless process, all the droplets have the
same probability to break regardless of their time of immersion into
the turbulent flow. To give a complete picture of this problem, it is yet
necessary to investigate the duration between the initial deformation
state and the final breakup. During this time interval, the droplets
reaches a deformation state for which the breakup does not depend on
the surrounding turbulent flow and is driven by capillary (Håkansson
et al., 2022). The memoryless process should not be treated as a random
process related to the breakup itself, but as a random process to reach
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Fig. C.12. Survival probability for a given time 𝑡𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘. Black dashed line corresponds
to the constant breakup rate, exp(−𝑡𝜅) with 𝜅 = 0.021∕𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎.

this no-return state. The higher the Weber number, the greater the
probability to reach this state. In other words, the theory of breakup
proposed by Risso and Fabre (1998) should not be explained as droplets
accumulating energy after each oscillation (as often said in the lit-
erature), but as droplets randomly reaching a no-return deformation
state due to their oscillations. Characterizing this no-return state is very
important, and the present work as well as the work of Håkansson et al.
(2022) go in this direction.

Appendix D. Additional material

• Literature review database in csv format.
• Evolution in time of primary parameters of the realization given

in Fig. 4 in csv format.
• Videos of the evolving realization given in Fig. 4. First video

corresponds to Fig. 5 and second to Fig. 3.

Appendix E. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online
at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2024.104731.
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